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Lynn and Vanhanen argue that a significant part of the gap between rich and poor countries is due to differences in national intelligence (national IQs). Based on an extensive
survey of national IQ tests, the results of their study challenge the previous theories of economic development and provide a new basis to evaluate the prospects of economic
development throughout the world.
A High IQ is Important for a Successful CareerOne key success factor in any IQ test (that hardly ever gets talked about) is speed. Those who score the highest on standardized
tests of intelligence are able to simultaneously do well on both the accuracy and the speed metrics.This book prepares you for both. It has a large number of reasonably simple
puzzles, that are designed to be attempted in slowly narrowing windows of time, so that you can build up your speed without being too worried about accuracy.Graded Difficulty
LevelsThere is also a challenge section in this book; the entire second part is devoted to puzzles that are a little harder than those that you encountered initially, but that are in
the same format, so that you do not have to completely rewire your brain. In this challenge section, it might be a good idea for you to start slow, and initially only look at your
accuracy (the percentage of each set of 10 problems that you solve correctly). Once your percentage consistently hires around the 80% or 90% mark, you can start measuring
the time you take to get to your high accuracy solutions, and try to crunch that time down in each set of drills. The book is packed with thousands of practice puzzles and riddles,
so you do not have to worry about running out of exercise material for your mind!There are three main types of IQ tests that this book will train you for. Some of them are pattern
based; some are code-breaking based; some are number based; some are purely tests of verbal skills and intelligence: -- Four Fours: This puzzle format brings together a very
large number of sub-formats that you might encounter on a standardized test of intelligence. Basic arithmetic skills, order of arithmetic operations, lateral thinking, use of multiple
degrees of freedom, speed of solution: if you can score above 80% in this section, you are either a genius already, or are well on your way there. This section is also great as a
source of puzzles you can forward on social media, to help keep your friends and family as mentally sharp as you!-- Cryptography: Code-breaking is an essential part of any
mystery novel nowadays, and is equally important as the basis of the logic which underpins all secure financial transactions in the modern world. If you've always been fascinated
with the shadowy world of the spy novel or espionage movie, here's your chance to get a little insight into just how it's done, as you practice code-breaking a simple rotational
code, within a limited time.-- 3 4 5 6: This puzzle format with the intriguing name might seem like it's a number puzzle, but it is actually a pure test of vocabulary, verbal skills, and
the ability to see familiar words in new ways, using your intelligence and raw brain power.Once you finish solving the problems in this book, you will be able to see the increase in
your problem solving ability, and your brain would have experienced a thorough workout.Best of luck
First published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Upgrade your IQ Today!Standardized tests of intelligence are an important component of recruiting for skill based roles across industries and functions.Tests related to
intelligence are also used for internship selection purposes, and at school levels, to prepare children for the professional world ahead of them.Intelligence tests are also the
doorway to recreation. Staying alert and mentally agile is very important to keep the mind working at optimal levels; this can stave off symptoms of ageing, and is an important
contributor to physical and mental health in the long term.In short, the IQ tests in this book, and in this series will benefit you both professionally and personally, and will help you
exercise your brain repeatedly till your pattern recognition skills are at the highest level possible, till your mind is rapier sharp, and works like a well-oiled machine.There are three
main types of intelligence tests that this book will train you for. I have made sure to provide a good mix of training for both numerical and verbal skills, so that there is something
in this book for every reader: -- Number Sequences: There is an almost infinite number of different sequence puzzles that you might come across in a regular intelligence test, but
90% of them fall into 5-10 common buckets. This book breaks down the most important types of numerical sequence tests, so that you can solve most of your IQ puzzles quickly,
and spend time on only the ones that are unique, and that involve extensive lateral thinking.-- Word Guess Riddles: Information processing and lateral thinking are both important
components of your success on any modern IQ test. This format really drills you in both these; I start with expecting you to guess one simple word, but I give you so much
information that you will need to sift through the essential data and the non-essential data, and pick out only that which you need to solve the problem. Add a ticking clock to this,
and it is definitely one of the more challenging brain teaser exercises on any IQ test-- Objects and Prices: All IQ tests have a real world component to them, and this is no
exception.Once you finish solving the problems in this book, you will be able to see the increase in your problem solving ability, and your brain would have experienced a
thorough workout.Best of luck!
A High IQ is AwesomeOne key success factor in any IQ test (that hardly ever gets talked about) is speed. Those who score the highest on standardized tests of intelligence are
able to simultaneously do well on both the accuracy and the speed metrics.This book prepares you for both. It has a large number of reasonably simple puzzles, that are
designed to be attempted in slowly narrowing windows of time, so that you can build up your speed without being too worried about accuracy.Graded Difficulty LevelsThere is
also a challenge section in this book; the entire second part is devoted to puzzles that are a little harder than those that you encountered initially, but that are in the same format,
so that you do not have to completely rewire your brain. In this challenge section, it might be a good idea for you to start slow, and initially only look at your accuracy (the
percentage of each set of 10 problems that you solve correctly). Once your percentage consistently hires around the 80% or 90% mark, you can start measuring the time you
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take to get to your high accuracy solutions, and try to crunch that time down in each set of drills. The book is packed with thousands of practice puzzles and riddles, so you do not
have to worry about running out of exercise material for your mind!There are three main types of IQ tests that this book will train you for. Some of them are pattern based; some
are code-breaking based; some are number based; some are purely tests of verbal skills and intelligence: -- Four Fours: This puzzle format brings together a very large number
of sub-formats that you might encounter on a standardized test of intelligence. Basic arithmetic skills, order of arithmetic operations, lateral thinking, use of multiple degrees of
freedom, speed of solution: if you can score above 80% in this section, you are either a genius already, or are well on your way there. This section is also great as a source of
puzzles you can forward on social media, to help keep your friends and family as mentally sharp as you!-- Cryptography: Code-breaking is an essential part of any mystery novel
nowadays, and is equally important as the basis of the logic which underpins all secure financial transactions in the modern world. If you've always been fascinated with the
shadowy world of the spy novel or espionage movie, here's your chance to get a little insight into just how it's done, as you practice code-breaking a simple rotational code, within
a limited time.-- 3 4 5 6: This puzzle format with the intriguing name might seem like it's a number puzzle, but it is actually a pure test of vocabulary, verbal skills, and the ability to
see familiar words in new ways, using your intelligence and raw brain power.Once you finish solving the problems in this book, you will be able to see the increase in your
problem solving ability, and your brain would have experienced a thorough workout.Best of luck!
Organized by the National Association of Multicultural Education (NAME), this volume explores the organic relationship between the past, present, and future of the discipline. In
particular, the book addresses the various forms of recent social upheaval, from educational inequities and growing economic divides to extreme ideological differences and
immigration conflicts. Written by a group of eminent and emerging scholars, chapters draw lessons from the past two decades and celebrate present accomplishments in order to
ambition a better future through multicultural education.
An intelligence quotient (IQ) is a total score derived from a set of standardized tests or subtests designed to assess human intelligence. Everyone knows its great importance as it
is natural and somehow we can possibly change the score by practicing. Do you have a unique ability to solve patterns and riddles? Are your friends always claiming that you are
the "genius" of the group? Have you always wondered what your IQ is? Let's discover this book! The Book is a fun way to test and score your true intellect. Written by experts,
This Book features tests with more than 400 questions, making this your one-stop resource for challenging every part of your brain! Test types include: General IQ test to get
started Verbal IQ test to test your vocabulary skills Logic IQ test to really put you to the test Mathematical IQ test to quiz your knowledge of numbers Test of Exceptional
Intelligence for the advanced brainiacs How smart am I, really? Buy this book now.
Encyclopedia
Critics of intelligence tests writers such as Robert Sternberg, Howard Gardner, and Daniel Goleman have argued in recent years that these tests neglect important qualities such
as emotion, empathy, and interpersonal skills. However, such critiques imply that though intelligence tests may miss certain key noncognitive areas, they encompass most of
what is important in the cognitive domain. In this book, Keith E. Stanovich challenges this widely held assumption.Stanovich shows that IQ tests (or their proxies, such as the
SAT) are radically incomplete as measures of cognitive functioning. They fail to assess traits that most people associate with good thinking, skills such as judgment and decision
making. Such cognitive skills are crucial to real-world behavior, affecting the way we plan, evaluate critical evidence, judge risks and probabilities, and make effective decisions.
IQ tests fail to assess these skills of rational thought, even though they are measurable cognitive processes. Rational thought is just as important as intelligence, Stanovich
argues, and it should be valued as highly as the abilities currently measured on intelligence tests.
As humans, we often differentiate ourselves from other animals by our intelligence and ability to learn, but are these distinctions always so simple? Covering theories of learning,
influences on intelligence, animal intelligence and test performance, Lund discusses the fascinating debates that shape our understanding of this area. Whatever your level of
study, this balanced introduction will allow you to look critically at the main theories and cement your understanding of intelligence and learning.
Discusses how school choice, misapplied standards of accountability, the No Child Left Behind mandate, and the use of a corporate model have all led to a decline in public
education and presents arguments for a return to strong neighborhood schools and quality teaching.
Surveys the history of educational testing in the United States, and discusses the ideas, the people, and the politics behind the system.
Child prodigies. Gifted and Talented Programs. Perfect 2400s on the SAT. Sometimes it feels like the world is conspiring to make the rest of us feel inadequate. Those children
tapped as possessing special abilities will go on to achieve great things, while the rest of us have little chance of realizing our dreams. Right? In Ungifted, cognitive psychologist
Scott Barry Kaufman—who was relegated to special education as a child—sets out to show that the way we interpret traditional metrics of intelligence is misguided. Kaufman
explores the latest research in genetics and neuroscience, as well as evolutionary, developmental, social, positive, and cognitive psychology, to challenge the conventional
wisdom about the childhood predictors of adult success. He reveals that there are many paths to greatness, and argues for a more holistic approach to achievement that takes
into account each young person's personal goals, individual psychology, and developmental trajectory. In so doing, he increases our appreciation for the intelligence and diverse
strengths of prodigies, savants, and late bloomers, as well as those with dyslexia, autism, schizophrenia, and ADHD. Combining original research, anecdotes, and a singular
compassion, Ungifted proves that anyone—even those without readily observable gifts at any single moment in time—can become great.
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Over the last few decades, economists and psychologists have quietly documented the many ways in which a person's IQ matters. But, research suggests that a nation's IQ
matters so much more. As Garett Jones argues in Hive Mind, modest differences in national IQ can explain most cross-country inequalities. Whereas IQ scores do a moderately
good job of predicting individual wages, information processing power, and brain size, a country's average score is a much stronger bellwether of its overall prosperity. Drawing
on an expansive array of research from psychology, economics, management, and political science, Jones argues that intelligence and cognitive skill are significantly more
important on a national level than on an individual one because they have "positive spillovers." On average, people who do better on standardized tests are more patient, more
cooperative, and have better memories. As a result, these qualities—and others necessary to take on the complexity of a modern economy—become more prevalent in a society
as national test scores rise. What's more, when we are surrounded by slightly more patient, informed, and cooperative neighbors we take on these qualities a bit more ourselves.
In other words, the worker bees in every nation create a "hive mind" with a power all its own. Once the hive is established, each individual has only a tiny impact on his or her
own life. Jones makes the case that, through better nutrition and schooling, we can raise IQ, thereby fostering higher savings rates, more productive teams, and more effective
bureaucracies. After demonstrating how test scores that matter little for individuals can mean a world of difference for nations, the book leaves readers with policy-oriented
conclusions and hopeful speculation: Whether we lift up the bottom through changing the nature of work, institutional improvements, or freer immigration, it is possible that this
period of massive global inequality will be a short season by the standards of human history if we raise our global IQ.
Ever since Alfred Binet carried out a 1904 commission from France’s minister of public instruction to devise a means for deciding which pupils should be sent to what would now be called
special education classes, IQ scores have been used to label and track children. Those same scores have been cited as "proof" that different races, classes, and genders are of superior and
inferior intelligence. The Menshes make clear that from the beginning IQ tests have been fundamentally biased. Offered as a means for seeking solutions to social problems, the actual
measurements have been used to maintain the status quo. Often the most telling comments are from the test-makers themselves, whether Binet ("little girls weak in orthography are strong in
sewing and capable in the instruction concerning housekeeping; and, all things considered, this is more important for their future") or Wigdor and Garner ("naive use of intelligence tests . . . to
place children of linguistic or racial minority status in special education programs will not be defensible in court"). Among the disturbing facts that the authors share is that there is mounting
political pressure for more tests and testing despite a court trial in which the judge stated that "defendants’ expert witnesses, even those clearly affiliated with the companies that devise and
distribute the standardized intelligence tests, agreed, with one exception, that we cannot truly define, much less measure, intelligence." The testing firms have responded to this carefully
orchestrated need with new products that extend even to the IQ testing of three-month-old infants. The authors stress that, if the testers prevail, there is little doubt that these and similar tests
would be used "ad infinitum to justify superior and inferior education along class and racial lines."
Enjoyable mental exercises to help boost performance on IQ tests This engaging book offers readers the ultimate in calisthenics for the brain. Using the same fun, informative, and accessible
style that have made his previous books so popular, Philip Carter helps people identify mental strengths and weaknesses, and provides methods for improving memory, boosting creativity,
and tuning in to emotional intelligence. Featuring never-before-published tests designed specifically for this book, plus answers for all questions, this latest treasure trove from a MENSA
puzzle editor outlines a fun, challenging program for significantly enhancing performance in all areas of intelligence.
The United States Social Security Administration (SSA) administers two disability programs: Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), for disabled individuals, and their dependent family
members, who have worked and contributed to the Social Security trust funds, and Supplemental Security Income (SSSI), which is a means-tested program based on income and financial
assets for adults aged 65 years or older and disabled adults and children. Both programs require that claimants have a disability and meet specific medical criteria in order to qualify for
benefits. SSA establishes the presence of a medically-determined impairment in individuals with mental disorders other than intellectual disability through the use of standard diagnostic
criteria, which include symptoms and signs. These impairments are established largely on reports of signs and symptoms of impairment and functional limitation. Psychological Testing in the
Service of Disability Determination considers the use of psychological tests in evaluating disability claims submitted to the SSA. This report critically reviews selected psychological tests,
including symptom validity tests, that could contribute to SSA disability determinations. The report discusses the possible uses of such tests and their contribution to disability determinations.
Psychological Testing in the Service of Disability Determination discusses testing norms, qualifications for administration of tests, administration of tests, and reporting results. The
recommendations of this report will help SSA improve the consistency and accuracy of disability determination in certain cases.
Describes the challenges and difficulties of transforming a school into a Multiple Intelligences school, and provides advice for educators in making significant changes to curriculum,
development, and assessment.
Transform your ideas and data into norm-referenced standardized tests with this “how-to” manual. Edited by the author of the Miller Assessment for Preschoolers (MAP), a nationally
standardized, norm-referenced test, Developing Norm-Referenced Standardized Tests is designed specifically for occupational and physical therapists who have an interest in conducting
research, either with established scientists or independently in order to pursue questions of interest. This unique volume leads the reader through the process of test development step-bystep, including identification of a concept that should be subjected to testing, development of appropriate test items, and the procedures for standarizing a norm-referenced test. Not only will
professionals learn to develop new tests, but they will also increase their understanding of the process of test development for instruments which are already available.
The fourth edition of this comprehensive resource helps future and practicing teachers recognize and assess literacy problems, while providing practical, effective intervention strategies to
help every student succeed. The author thoroughly explores the major components of literacy, providing an overview of pertinent research, suggested methods and tools for diagnosis and
assessment, intervention strategies and activities, and technology applications to increase students' skills. Discussions throughout focus on the needs of English learners, offering appropriate
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instructional strategies and tailored teaching ideas to help both teachers and their students. Several valuable appendices include assessment tools, instructions and visuals for creating and
implementing the book's more than 150 instructional strategies and activities, and other resources.
"Comprising more than 500 entries, the Encyclopedia of Research Design explains how to make decisions about research design, undertake research projects in an ethical manner, interpret
and draw valid inferences from data, and evaluate experiment design strategies and results. Two additional features carry this encyclopedia far above other works in the field: bibliographic
entries devoted to significant articles in the history of research design and reviews of contemporary tools, such as software and statistical procedures, used to analyze results. It covers the
spectrum of research design strategies, from material presented in introductory classes to topics necessary in graduate research; it addresses cross- and multidisciplinary research needs, with
many examples drawn from the social and behavioral sciences, neurosciences, and biomedical and life sciences; it provides summaries of advantages and disadvantages of often-used
strategies; and it uses hundreds of sample tables, figures, and equations based on real-life cases."--Publisher's description.
An aptitude test is designed to measure the potential for achievement in an individual, whilst an IQ test is a standardized test designed to measure intelligence. Both are now increasingly encountered in
recruitment, selection and assessment procedures. IQ and Aptitude Tests contains over 350 practice questions together with answers, explanations and a guide to assessing performance. The questions are
organized into four IQ tests together with verbal, spatial and numerical aptitude tests. These include tests of word meanings, grammar and comprehension, advanced verbal aptitude, logical analysis, mental
arithmetic, numerical sequences, and number problems. Invaluable to those who are faced with an aptitude or IQ test, this book will also help anyone who needs to improve their verbal, numerical and
reasoning skills.
While IQ tests have some predictive power, they don't explain people's capacity to think and understand the world around them. This work reveals how universal education, immigration into the US in the early
20th century and the demands of mobilisation in the First World War created the need to rank populations by intelligence.
The test score gap between blacks and whites--on vocabulary, reading, and math tests, as well as on tests that claim to measure scholastic aptitude and intelligence--is large enough to have far-reaching
social and economic consequences. In their introduction to this book, Christopher Jencks and Meredith Phillips argue that eliminating the disparity would dramatically reduce economic and educational
inequality between blacks and whites. Indeed, they think that closing the gap would do more to promote racial equality than any other strategy now under serious discussion. The book offers a comprehensive
look at the factors that contribute to the test score gap and discusses options for substantially reducing it. Although significant attempts have been made over the past three decades to shrink the test score
gap, including increased funding for predominantly black schools, desegregation of southern schools, and programs to alleviate poverty, the median black American still scores below 75 percent of American
whites on most standardized tests. The book brings together recent evidence on some of the most controversial and puzzling aspects of the test score debate, including the role of test bias, heredity, and
family background. It also looks at how and why the gap has changed over the past generation, reviews the educational, psychological, and cultural explanations for the gap, and analyzes its educational and
economic consequences. The authors demonstrate that traditional explanations account for only a small part of the black-white test score gap. They argue that this is partly because traditional explanations
have put too much emphasis on racial disparities in economic resources, both in homes and in schools, and on demographic factors like family structure. They say that successful theories will put more
emphasis on psychological and cultural factors, such as the way black and white parents teach their children to deal with things they do not know or understand, and the way black and white children respond
to the same classroom experiences. Finally, they call for large-scale experiments to determine the effects of schools' racial mix, class size, ability grouping, and other policies. In addition to the editors, the
contributors include Claude Steele, Ronald Ferguson, William G. Bowen, Philip Cook, and William Julius Wilson.
IQ Tests can be Prepared ForStandardized tests of intelligence are an important component of recruiting for skill based roles across industries and functions.Tests related to intelligence are also used for
internship selection purposes, and at school levels, to prepare children for the professional world ahead of them.Intelligence tests are also the doorway to recreation. Staying alert and mentally agile is very
important to keep the mind working at optimal levels; this can stave off symptoms of ageing, and is an important contributor to physical and mental health in the long term.In short, the IQ tests in this book, and
in this series will benefit you both professionally and personally, and will help you exercise your brain repeatedly till your pattern recognition skills are at the highest level possible, till your mind is rapier sharp,
and works like a well-oiled machine.There are three main types of intelligence tests that this book will train you for. I have made sure to provide a good mix of training for both numerical and verbal skills, so
that there is something in this book for every reader: -- Number Sequences: There is an almost infinite number of different sequence puzzles that you might come across in a regular intelligence test, but 90%
of them fall into 5-10 common buckets. This book breaks down the most important types of numerical sequence tests, so that you can solve most of your IQ puzzles quickly, and spend time on only the ones
that are unique, and that involve extensive lateral thinking.-- Word Guess Riddles: Information processing and lateral thinking are both important components of your success on any modern IQ test. This
format really drills you in both these; I start with expecting you to guess one simple word, but I give you so much information that you will need to sift through the essential data and the non-essential data, and
pick out only that which you need to solve the problem. Add a ticking clock to this, and it is definitely one of the more challenging brain teaser exercises on any IQ test-- Objects and Prices: All IQ tests have a
real world component to them, and this is no exception.Once you finish solving the problems in this book, you will be able to see the increase in your problem solving ability, and your brain would have
experienced a thorough workout.Best of luck!
Explores new avenues in music therapy. The author discusses connections between music therapy and theorizes that every little nuance found in nature is part of a dynamic system in motion.
Argues people need 3 kinds of intelligence to be successful in life: analytical, creative and practical.
High IQs don't improve the world. Adaptive intelligence does, because it prioritizes the common good over individual success.

Standardized tests of intelligence are an important component of recruiting for skill based roles across industries and functions.Tests related to intelligence are also used for internship
selection purposes, and at school levels, to prepare children for the professional world ahead of them.Intelligence tests are also the doorway to recreation. Staying alert and mentally agile is
very important to keep the mind working at optimal levels; this can stave off symptoms of ageing, and is an important contributor to physical and mental health in the long term.In short, the IQ
tests in this book, and in this series will benefit you both professionally and personally, and will help you exercise your brain repeatedly till your pattern recognition skills are at the highest level
possible, till your mind is rapier sharp, and works like a well-oiled machine.There are three main types of intelligence tests that this book will train you for. I have made sure to provide a good
mix of training for both numerical and verbal skills, so that there is something in this book for every reader: -- Number Sequences: There is an almost infinite number of different sequence
puzzles that you might come across in a regular intelligence test, but 90% of them fall into 5-10 common buckets. This book breaks down the most important types of numerical sequence
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tests, so that you can solve most of your IQ puzzles quickly, and spend time on only the ones that are unique, and that involve extensive lateral thinking.-- Word Guess Riddles: Information
processing and lateral thinking are both important components of your success on any modern IQ test. This format really drills you in both these; I start with expecting you to guess one simple
word, but I give you so much information that you will need to sift through the essential data and the non-essential data, and pick out only that which you need to solve the problem. Add a
ticking clock to this, and it is definitely one of the more challenging brain teaser exercises on any IQ test-- Objects and Prices: All IQ tests have a real world component to them, and this is no
exception.Once you finish solving the problems in this book, you will be able to see the increase in your problem solving ability, and your brain would have experienced a thorough
workout.Best of luck
"[The anti-testing] movement now has a guidebook. . . . Kamenetz shows how fundamentally American it would be to move toward a more holistic system." -New York Times Book Review The
Test is an essential and critically acclaimed book for any parent confounded by our national obsession with standardized testing. It recounts the shocking history and tempestuous politics of
testing and borrows strategies from fields as diverse as games, neuroscience, and ancient philosophy to help children cope. It presents the stories of families, teachers, and schools
maneuvering within and beyond the existing educational system, playing and winning the testing game. And it points the way toward a hopeful future of better tests and happier kids.
Upgrade your IQ Today!Standardized tests of intelligence are an important component of recruiting for skill based roles across industries and functions.Tests related to intelligence are also
used for internship selection purposes, and at school levels, to prepare children for the professional world ahead of them.Intelligence tests are also the doorway to recreation. Staying alert and
mentally agile is very important to keep the mind working at optimal levels; this can stave off symptoms of ageing, and is an important contributor to physical and mental health in the long
term.In short, the IQ tests in this book, and in this series will benefit you both professionally and personally, and will help you exercise your brain repeatedly till your pattern recognition skills
are at the highest level possible, till your mind is rapier sharp, and works like a well-oiled machine.There are three main types of intelligence tests that this book will train you for. I have made
sure to provide a good mix of training for both numerical and verbal skills, so that there is something in this book for every reader: -- Number Sequences: There is an almost infinite number of
different sequence puzzles that you might come across in a regular intelligence test, but 90% of them fall into 5-10 common buckets. This book breaks down the most important types of
numerical sequence tests, so that you can solve most of your IQ puzzles quickly, and spend time on only the ones that are unique, and that involve extensive lateral thinking.-- Word Guess
Riddles: Information processing and lateral thinking are both important components of your success on any modern IQ test. This format really drills you in both these; I start with expecting you
to guess one simple word, but I give you so much information that you will need to sift through the essential data and the non-essential data, and pick out only that which you need to solve the
problem. Add a ticking clock to this, and it is definitely one of the more challenging brain teaser exercises on any IQ test-- Objects and Prices: All IQ tests have a real world component to them,
and this is no exception.Once you finish solving the problems in this book, you will be able to see the increase in your problem solving ability, and your brain would have experienced a
thorough workout.Best of luck
The cultural-test-bias hypothesis is one of the most important scien tific questions facing psychology today. Briefly, the cultural-test-bias hypothesis contends that all observed group
differences in mental test scores are due to a built-in cultural bias of the tests themselves; that is, group score differences are an artifact of current psychomet ric methodology. If the culturaltest-bias hypothesis is ultimately shown to be correct, then the 100 years or so of psychological research on human differences (or differential psychology, the sci entific discipline underlying
all applied areas of human psychology including clinical, counseling, school, and industrial psychology) must be reexamined and perhaps dismissed as confounded, contam inated, or
otherwise artifactual. In order to continue its existence as a scientific discipline, psychology must confront the cultural-test-bias hypothesis from the solid foundations of data and theory and
must not allow the resolution of this issue to occur solely within (and to be determined by) the political Zeitgeist of the times or any singular work, no matter how comprehensive. In his recent
volume Bias in Mental Testing (New York: Free Press, 1980), Arthur Jensen provided a thorough review of most of the empirical research relevant to the evaluation of cultural bias in
psychological and educational tests that was available at the time that his book was prepared. Nevertheless, Jensen presented only one per spective on those issues in a volume intended not
only for the sci entific community but for intelligent laypeople as well.
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